Components, reactions and a calculation scheme for determination of the stability constant for the Hg(MAC)2 and HgIMAC complexes with I -as the competing ligand, using WinSGW software.
The pKa of the RSH and COOH groups for MAC are 10.2 and 3.5, respectively. A similar set of corresponding equations were set-up when calculating constants for Hg(2-MPA)2.
[ 
Example of calculation In the experiment, the concentration of I -was varied, and in the calculation scheme above it is exemplified for 20 µM I -. Constants were recalculated to an ionic strength of 0 M and experimental pH was 2.9. Based on the equations (a-c); reaction 3(a-d), (4a'), (1b'), (6 Constants were recalculated to an ionic strength of 0 M and experimental pH was 2.9. Based on the equations (d-f); reactions (4'), (4''), (1b'), (1b'') and total concentration of the Hg II and ligands and measured complexes concentration, the log β2 of Hg(Cys)2 was determined to 37.5. was used to monitor and correct for signal drift of the LC-ICPMS system over time. The ΔG values are for the reaction 1a, i.e., Hg 2+ + 2RSH = Hg(SR)2 + 2H + , in the gas phase at 298.15 K. b The Hg-S distances and Hg-S-C angles are the averages over the two Hg-S distances and Hg-S-C angles, respectively. c In the geometry optimizations, several complexes form an additional coordination between Hg and the ligand's carbonyl or carboxyl oxygen (bidentate coordination). The Hg-O distances and OHg-O angles are the averages over the two Hg-O distances and O-Hg-O angles, respectively, except Hg(Pen)2, which only forms a single Hg-O interaction.
